
Operating Sustainably
We achieved our target of carbon neutrality for our company by 2020. 

This journey began with taking stock of our environmental footprint.  
We plan to further reduce our emissions and resource use in our operations, 
including purchasing carbon credits to offset our unavoidable emissions.

We are heading towards a 4°C world. We must act now, together, 
to secure a more viable future for all. 

 Embedding Sustainability in our Investment Approach
 We incorporate sustainability-related assessments in our investment analysis. This includes 
company-level Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) information, as well as relevant 
industry, thematic and macro sustainability considerations.

 We are engaging our current portfolio companies on their carbon reduction plans, and actively 
exploring new investments which have track records of better carbon intensity and efficiency.

We will also seek out companies with business models that deliver carbon avoidance, such 
as renewable energy and plant-based proteins; or carbon negative businesses and solutions 
that combat climate change, such as nature-based solutions.

In September 2020, we became an official supporter of the recommendations of the 
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures. We are embedding sustainability in 
our investment assessment, and will be adopting a notional carbon price in our investments.
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Temasek aims to play 
its part to deliver a net 
zero emissions 
portfolio by 2050.

We achieved carbon 
neutrality for our 
company last year, 
and are working to 
reduce the net 
emissions attributable 
to our portfolio to half 
the 2010 levels2 by 
2030.

The world has barely 
a decade left to deliver 
the 2030 United Nations 
Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). 

We advocate strongly 
for an abc World of active 
and productive economies, 
beautiful and inclusive societies, 
and a clean, cool Earth.

We held the 6th edition 
of Ecosperity since 2014 – 
to twin ecology and 
prosperity as a sustainable 
pathway for growth.  

We must reduce carbon 
emissions urgently to 
cool the Earth below the 
+1.5 degrees Celsius
tipping point1.

Our Sustainability Goals

1 A tipping point in the climate system is a threshold that, when exceeded, can lead to significant and irreversible changes in the system.
2 This target is approximately seven million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions.
3 Figures are based on estimates for Scope 1 and 2 emissions. 

4 Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) is a standard unit used to compare emissions from different types of greenhouse gases.

Read more about  
our sustainability journey at  

temasekreview.com.sg/sustainability 
or scan the QR code

Deliver net zero  
carbon emissions by 2050

Reduce net carbon  
emissions to half the 

2010 levels by 2030
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